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A comprehensive, one-stop read for entrepreneurs who want actionable learnings about a wide range of startup and digital-related
topics from George Deeb, a serial entrepreneur and partner at Red Rocket Ventures. The book is a startup executive's strategic
"playbook", with "how-to" lessons about business in general, sales, marketing, technology, operations, human resources, finance,
fund raising and more, including many case studies herein. We have demystified and synthesized the information an entrepreneur
needs to strategize, fund, develop, launch and market their businesses. Join the 100,000+ readers who have already benefitted
from this book, freely available and continuously updated on the Red Rocket Blog website. TESTIMONIALS David Rabjohns,
Founder & CEO at MotiveQuest "George's passion, ideas and involvement with MotiveQuest has been "game changing" for us.
From jumpstarting our sales and marketing plans and team, to productizing our business and procedures, Red Rocket has had an
immediate and meaningful impact from day one. I highly recommend Red Rocket. If you want to grow, strap on the Red Rocket.“
Tyler Spalding, Founder & CEO at StyleSeek "Red Rocket has been a great investor for our business and vocal champion of our
brand. As a proven entrepreneur himself, George has provided valuable insights and recommendations on how to best build my
business. Red Rocket would be a great partner in helping build your business.“ Seth Rosenberg, SVP at Camping World "Red
Rocket helped us do a high level assessment of our e-commerce efforts and assisted with the development of a digital strategy
and marketing plan. Red Rocket identified some immediate opportunities, which we are implementing. I am pleased to recommend
Red Rocket for your e-commerce and digital marketing needs.“ Andrew Hoog, Founder and CEO at viaForensics "As viaForensics
experienced significant growth, we recognized the need for an experienced advisor with start-up chops who could help us refine
critical steps in our transition from a service company to a product-based company. Red Rocket's expertise in growth planning
including organizational structure, financial modeling and competitive analysis were instrumental in refining our strategy. He
helped facilitate key decisions the management team needed to make in order to take the company to the next level. We are very
pleased with Red Rocket's contributions to viaForensics and highly recommend his services to other start-ups facing similar
growth.“ Jerry Freeman, Founder & CEO at PaletteApp “Red Rocket has been a key instigator in helping raise funds for
PaletteApp. They have helped me tremendously in realizing what an investor wants to see and how best to present it. George has
great experience and understanding of how to fund and launch a new company. We feel fortunate that he has thrown his hat into
our arena.” Scott Skinger, CEO at TrainSignal "Red Rocket helped us in a variety of ways, from financial modeling to introductions
to lenders. Their biggest win was helping us do preliminary investigative research on one of our competitors, that ultimately
sparked a dialog that lead to the $23.6MM sale of our business to that company. We couldn't be more happy with Red Rocket's
involvement with our business. Overall, a great advisor to have in your corner."
????:????;??????;????;??;????;????;???????????????
From the winner of the 2016 Sparky Award (category "Best Subject Line") *A guide to concise, commanding communiques Mary
Vinnedge, SUCCESS Magazine In this book you'll learn how-to - Write subject lines that will prompt recipients to open your emails
in less than 30 minutes - Ensure that your e-mails don't sound like me-mails - Create an ending salutation that helps build your
brand - Become the most-liked person at work (hint: Thank-You emails) - Improve all 7 parts of an email Even if you apply only two
or three of the tricks in this book, you'll see an immediate improvement in response times and response rates. Email subject lines
vs. elevator pitch Today, learning to write a subject line that will get your recipient's attention can be more important than practicing
a perfect elevator pitch. Just ask yourself: How often do you pitch, and how many emails do you write? In fact, you may have to
send an email to even get the opportunity to present your elevator pitch. The analysis of email marketing 2015 also demonstrated
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a new trend - most business people do not like to pick up the phone any longer, but they read work-related emails on their phones,
before and after business hours. A perfect marketing email with an attractive subject line sent at 6:30a.m. might prompt a reply
even before start of the business day, because the recipient read the email on his/her commute. In her book "NAKED WORDS 2.0
The Effective 157-Word Email," email evangelist Gisela Hausmann offers a trick that will make any subject stand out in your
recipient's Inbox! * *"Naked Words 2.0" is the book to read if you want to maximize your chances of getting media features,
sponsor ships, or any other type of opportunity. If an employee is looking to advance their career or an entrepreneur is looking to
build rapport with influencers, their next step should be buying this book." Kallen Diggs, International Bestselling Author &
Huffington Post Columnist * Email marketing demystified Email evangelist Gisela Hausmann analyzed 100,000+ emails for
effectiveness and personal appeal. This extensive research helped her to create a system to improve each of the seven parts an
email. In her book, she reveals how to compose an attention-getting subject line, offers tricks to keep emails short and concise,
gives the scoop on which words to avoid at all costs, and provides much more. Even if you apply only two or three of the tricks in
this book, you'll see an immediate improvement in response times and response rates. * *"In today's hectic world email is still the
most direct way to share your message. Naked Words is a fantastic book that will show you how to get your message read and
acted on." Brian Burns, Host of "The Brutal Truth About Sales & Selling" - PodCast * "Naked Words 2.0 The Effective 157-Word
Email" is the ideal resource for - marketing professionals - small business owners - employees who work in any type of service
industry (law offices, transportation, hospitality etc.) - self-employed artists and contractors - job seekers Twenty-three illustrative
pictures serve as examples of the good and the not sogood. Clearly labeled action steps also ensure you know exactly what to do
and when to do it.
Traditional Chinese edition of Nonsense: The Power of Not Knowing by Jamie Holmes.
Traditional Chinese edition of Contagious: Why Things Catch On. Wharton Professor Berger debunks the notion that advertising is
what sales products. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
????????????????,??????????????,????????????????

A foundational text offering a unified design vocabulary and a common methodology for maximizing the expressive power of digital artifacts.
Digital artifacts from iPads to databases pervade our lives, and the design decisions that shape them affect how we think, act, communicate,
and understand the world. But the pace of change has been so rapid that technical innovation is outstripping design. Interactors are often
mystified and frustrated by their enticing but confusing new devices; meanwhile, product design teams struggle to articulate shared and
enduring design goals. With Inventing the Medium, Janet Murray provides a unified vocabulary and a common methodology for the design of
digital objects and environments. It will be an essential guide for both students and practitioners in this evolving field. Murray explains that
innovative interaction designers should think of all objects made with bits—whether games or Web pages, robots or the latest killer apps—as
belonging to a single new medium: the digital medium. Designers can speed the process of useful and lasting innovation by focusing on the
collective cultural task of inventing this new medium. Exploring strategies for maximizing the expressive power of digital artifacts, Murray
identifies and examines four representational affordances of digital environments that provide the core palette for designers across
applications: computational procedures, user participation, navigable space, and encyclopedic capacity. Each chapter includes a set of
Design Explorations—creative exercises for students and thought experiments for practitioners—that allow readers to apply the ideas in the
chapter to particular design problems. Inventing the Medium also provides more than 200 illustrations of specific design strategies drawn from
multiple genres and platforms and a glossary of design concepts.
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This book demystifies risk analysis and enables decision makers to improve the quality of their judgements by providing more realistic
information on which to base decisions. With a practical approach, minimising jargon, mathematics and academic references, the author
provides practitioners with clear descriptions of the nature of risk and risk attitude. He also describes techniques of analysis and assesses
their strengths and weaknesses.
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From the winner of the 2016 Sparky Award (category "Best Subject Line") *A guide to concise, commanding communiques Mary Vinnedge,
SUCCESS Magazine2016 International Book Awards Finalist In this book you'll learn how-to * Write subject lines that will prompt recipients to
open your emails in less than 30 minutes * Ensure that your e-mails don't sound like me-mails * Create an ending salutation that helps build
your brand* Become the most-liked person at work (hint: Thank-You emails)* Improve all 7 parts of an emailEven if you apply only two or
three of the tricks in this book, you'll see an immediate improvement in response times and response rates. Email subject lines vs. elevator
pitch Today, learning to write a subject line that will get your recipient's attention can be more important than practicing a perfect elevator
pitch. Just ask yourself: How often do you pitch, and how many emails do you write? In fact, you may have to send an email to even get the
opportunity to present your elevator pitch. The analysis of email marketing 2015 also demonstrated a new trend - most business people do
not like to pick up the phone any longer, but they read work-related emails on their phones, before and after business hours. A perfect
marketing email with an attractive subject line sent at 6:30a.m. might prompt a reply even before start of the business day, because the
recipient read the email on his/her commute. In her book "NAKED WORDS 2.0 The Effective 157-Word Email," email evangelist Gisela
Hausmann offers a trick that will make any subject stand out in your recipient's Inbox! **"Naked Words 2.0" is the book to read if you want to
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maximize your chances of getting media features, sponsor ships, or any other type of opportunity. If an employee is looking to advance their
career or an entrepreneur is looking to build rapport with influencers, their next step should be buying this book."Kallen Diggs, International
Bestselling Author & Huffington Post Columnist* Email marketing demystified Email evangelist Gisela Hausmann analyzed 100,000+ emails
for effectiveness and personal appeal. This extensive research helped her to create a system to improve each of the seven parts an email. In
her book, she reveals how to compose an attention-getting subject line, offers tricks to keep emails short and concise, gives the scoop on
which words to a void at all costs, and provides much more. Even if you apply only two or three of the tricks in this book, you'll see an
immediate improvement in response times and response rates. **"In today's hectic world email is still the most direct way to share your
message. Naked Words is a fantastic book that will show you how to get your message read and acted on."Brian Burns, Host of "The Brutal
Truth About Sales & Selling" - PodCast*"Naked Words 2.0 The Effective 157-Word Email" is the ideal resource for* marketing professionals*
small business owners* employees who work in any type of service industry (law offices, transportation, hospitality etc.) * self-employed
artists and contractors* job seekersTwenty-three illustrative pictures serve as examples of the good and the not so good. Clearly labeled
action steps also ensure you know exactly what to do and when to do it.
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While many have decried that email is dead, a handful of marketers have quietly been using little-known email marketing
techniques to generate massive results. According to the Direct Marketers Association, a business will earn an average
of $43 in new revenue for every $1 invested in email marketing. In Email Marketing Demystified, digital marketing expert
Matthew Paulson reveals the strategies and techniques that top email marketers use to build large mailing lists, to write
compelling copy that converts and to generate substantially more sales using nothing but their email list.
Subtitle: Some of the most used methods include: email, email login, outlook mail, Microsoft outlook, webmail, my emails,
mail, owa, mail online and other forms of marketing.INTRODUCTION.Email marketing's power is matched only by how
incredibly misunderstood it is.Email Marketing Rules demystifies this vital channel, taking you step by step through 150
best practices, providing extensive tactical checklists, and giving you strategic frameworks for long-term success. Some
of the most used methods include: email, email login, outlook mail, Microsoft outlook, webmail, my emails, mail, owa,
mail online.Updated and greatly expanded, the 3rd Edition of Email Marketing Rules will help you...? Set the right
program goals by understanding "deep metrics" and properly interpreting campaign, channel, and subscriber metrics?
Build high-performance lists by identifying valuable subscriber acquisition sources, using appropriate permission
practices, and managing inactives wisely? Ensure your emails are delivered by understanding the factors that cause
inbox providers to block senders? Craft relevant messaging with effective subject lines, savvy designs, and smart
targeting? Automate your messaging so you address moments that matter and create highly engaging subscriber
journeys? Develop solid workflows that avoid errors and speed up productionBOOK INSIDE EMAIL MARKETING'S
POWER IS MATCHED ONLY BY HOW INCREDIBLY MISUNDERSTOOD IT IS. Email Marketing Rules demystifies this
vital channel, taking you step by step through 150 best practices, providing extensive tactical checklists, and giving you
strategic frameworks for long-term success. THE BOOK COVERS THE FOLLOWING ? Set the right program goals by
understanding "deep metrics" and properly interpreting campaign, channel, and subscriber metrics? Build highperformance lists by identifying valuable subscriber acquisition sources, using appropriate permission practices, and
managing inactives wisely? Ensure your emails are delivered by understanding the factors that cause inbox providers to
block senders? Craft relevant messaging with effective subject lines, savvy designs, and smart targeting? Automate your
messaging so you address moments that matter and create highly engaging subscriber journeys? Develop solid
workflows that avoid errors and speed up productionSome of the most common methods used include: email, email
login, outlook mail, Microsoft outlook, webmail, my emails, mail, owa, mail online. OTHER BOOKS THAT TALK ABOUT
THE SAME INCLUDE ? Email Marketing Rules: Checklists, Frameworks, and 150 Best Practices for Business Success
Kindle Edition by Chad S. White (Author)? Email Marketing Demystified: Build a Massive Mailing List, Write Copy that
Converts and Generate More Sales (Internet Business Series) Kindle Edition by Matthew Paulson (Author), Elisa
Doucette (Editor), John McIntyre (Foreword)? Email Persuasion: Captivate and Engage Your Audience, Build Authority
and Generate More Sales With Email Marketing Kindle Edition by Ian Brodie (Author)? Email Marketing Techniques:
Email Marketing Beginner's Guide and Strategies (Making Money Online) Kindle Edition by Paul D. Kings (Author)?
Email Marketing: Email Marketing Beginners Guide, Email Marketing Strategies, Email Marketing Tips & Tricks Kindle
Edition by Eric J Scott (Author)? Email Marketing Blueprint - The Ultimate Guide to Building an Email List Asset Kindle
Edition by Steve Scott (Author)? Email Marketing Mastery: The Step-By-Step System for Building an Email List of Raving
Fans Who Buy From You and Share Your Message Kindle Edition by Tom Corson-Knowles (Author)? How to Write Copy
That Sells: The Step-By-Step System for More Sales, to More Customers, More OftenKindle Edition by Ray Edwards
(Author)
Email Marketing DemystifiedA Step-By-Step Guide to Building a Massive Mailing List, Writing Copy That Converts and
Generating More Sales Through Email MarkAmerican Consumer News, LLC.
While many have decried that email is dead, a handful of marketers have quietly been using little-known email marketing
techniques to generate massive results. According to the Direct Marketers Association, a business will earn an average
of $43 in new revenue for every $1 invested in email marketing. In Email Marketing Demystified, digital marketing expert
Matthew Paulson reveals the strategies and techniques that top email marketers use to build large mailing lists, to write
compelling copy that converts and to generate substantially more sales using nothing but their email list. Inside the book,
you'll learn how to: Build a massive mailing list using 15 different proven list building techniques. Write compelling copy
that engages your readers and drives them to take action. Optimize every step of your email marketing funnel to
skyrocket your sales. Grow a highly-engaged and hungry fan-base that will devour your content. Create six new revenue
streams for your business using email marketing. Keep your messages out of the spam folder by following our best
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practices. Matthew Paulson has organically grown an email list of more than 250,000 investors and generates more than
$1 million per year in revenue using the strategies outlined in Email Marketing Demystified. Regardless of what kind of
business you are building, email marketing can serve as the rocket fuel that that will skyrocket your business.
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Do you want to achieve financial freedom, but have no idea how to get there? Do you feel like you just aren't making
enough money? Are you stuck in debt and wish you could get out? Do you feel like your current financial plan isn't
working or isn't working well enough? If you said yes to any of these questions, it's time for you to begin your Ten-Year
Turnaround. The Ten-Year Turnaround is a life-changing financial plan that will enable you to turnaround your money
problems and finally achieve financial freedom. By reading The Ten-Year Turnaround, You'll Learn How to... Grow your
income by becoming an expert salary negotiator, starting your own business or doing a side-hustle on nights and
weekends. Unlock the power of life-long learning and personal networking in your life so that career and business
opportunities show-up at your door. Become an expert money manager and avoid the most common mistakes that
prevent people from building wealth. Learn proven wealth building techniques that allow anyone to grow their net worth,
each and every month. Build a dead-simple investment portfolio that will provide a life-time stream of income. Reduce
your taxes, prevent lawsuits and eliminate financial risk from your life. Become a world-class philanthropist and learn how
to effectively give money to charity. In 2004, Matthew Paulson was a broke and in debt college student that earned $7.00
an hour working at McDonalds. By using the wealth building strategies outlined in The Ten-Year Turnaround, Matthew
was able to build a series of online businesses and amass a personal net worth of more than $10 million by the time he
was thirty years old. Whether you're in debt or doing well, you can use the same strategies Matthew used to build wealth
and achieve financial freedom faster than you ever thought possible.

Your SOURCE for supply chain management fundamentals Optimize your understanding of the essential supply chain management
practices used by the best firms to gain competitive advantage. Written in an easy-to-follow style, Supply Chain Management DeMYSTiFieD
is filled with best practices and proven techniques for success. This practical guide covers supply chain collaboration, planning, strategic
sourcing, manufacturing, production, logistics, risk management, and performance metrics. Corporate social responsibility is also addressed.
Detailed examples and concise explanations make it easy to understand the material, and end-of-chapter quizzes and a final exam help
reinforce key concepts. It's a no-brainer! You'll learn about: Creating a customer-focused strategy Buyer-supplier negotiations New product
development Just in time (JIT), Lean manufacturing, and Six Sigma Transportation Global supply chains Simple enough for a beginner, but
challenging enough for an advanced student, Supply Chain Management DeMYSTiFieD helps you master this essential business and quality
management topic.
Wireless data, the high-speed transfer of email, stock information, messages, and even video and audio across wireless networks, is
expected to become a$7.5 billion business within the next three years. This resource unpacks the networks, technologies, and protocols that
make it all possible and explains how to cash in on this massive new telecom market. * Includes basic network deployment and design
concepts * Covers implementing fixed wireless and WLL (wireless local loop) * Details managing and maintaining high-speed wireless data
networks
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Book Marketing DeMystified: SELF-PUBLISHING SUCCESS Do you want to sell more copies of your self-published book? Of course you do.
This book reveals "how" you will achieve publishing success. Discover which sales and marketing tactics are creating results for other
authors. Learn how the modern book publishing industry actually functions, including little-known practices that could hold the key to your
profitability. Each concept is explained and illustrated with inspiring true-life stories of authors who have achieved success on their own terms.
Book Marketing DeMystified: SELF-PUBLISHING SUCCESS is based on 10 months of interviews with industry insiders and bestselling indie
(self-publishing) authors who have used iUniverse, Xlibris, Trafford, Lulu and other services, or have done it all on their own. Learn how one
author sold over one million copies, hardly any of those through bookstores. Each author reveals the hits and misses of sales and marketing
where innovation and clever choices bring best results and satisfaction. In this book, author Bruce Batchelor -- who invented the print-ondemand publishing process that has enabled indie authors to sell tens of millions of books -- helps you pick "which specific marketing efforts
will be most time-efficient and cost-effective for you, your book and your purpose." By creating the right marketing mix, you will be successful
in selling your book "and" will enjoy yourself along the way! About author BRUCE BATCHELOR A bestselling author, Bruce speaks at writers
conferences and consults to the publishing industry. He is the editor and CEO at Agio Publishing House and lives with his wife and son in
Victoria, BC, Canada.
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